
                       
 
 

Solo Tuning Guide 
 
Mast Foot Position 
 
The mast foot position is measured from the outside of the transom to the front edge of the 
mast and as close to 3065mm. 
 

Rig Set Up 
 
Set the forestay so the mast missis the back of the mast gate by 5mm to start with.  To find the 
mast rake pull the tape measure to the top of the mast and then measure down to the top of 
the lower band on the mast 5030mm. 
 
Once you have done this take the tape measure to the transom bar and find 5960mm.  This is 
your upright setting.  Medium winds 5940mm and heavy winds 5925mm 
 
Shrouds 
 
To find the shroud position pull the mast forward so it just touches the front of the mast gate 
with the shrouds under tension.  
 
Chocks 
 
I have a 10mm chock and a 4mm chock in the boat.  In light winds 4-7 knots I would have no 
chocks would even think about back chocking in very light winds. 8-16 knots 10mm chock.  And 
above would be either 10mm or 10mm and the 4mm keeping an eye on the front of the sail 
and kicker tension. 
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Centerboard 
 
Turn the boat over and set the position of the board so the leading edge is vertical.  Mark this 
on top of the centerboard case, move the board back and mark the trailing edge is vertical.  
These are good points of reference.  I place other marks on the board so I know the position as 
it’s raised.  As the wind incases the board needs to raise up to depower and reduce weather 
helm.  0-10kts Trailing edge Vertical.  11-15kts 40mm up and above this would go to 100mm up 
 

Traveller 
 
Again I would have this calibrated.  In light winds I would have the boom positioned so the 
boom is just over the inboard edge of the inner deck.  As the wind increase I let the traveler 
down so in medium winds I could be between 85mm to 125mm off the center line on the 
traveler and a little more in very strong winds and the boom would end up out over the side 
deck. 
 

Kicker 
 
In 0-6 knots I would have the kicker slack. From 7-11knot just take up slack to a little tension to 
stop boom rising.  12-19knots tension to control leech twist. 19 knots and above max tension. 
 

Cunningham 
 
0-7 knots slack.  8-13 knots slack to just tacking the larger wrinkles out the sail.  14-18knots 
Tension to depower and pull the draft forward again. 19knots and above max tension. 
 

Outhaul 
 
Adjust for power.  In lighter winds and flatter water you might want to flatten the base a little.  
As the wind come up and siting on the side you may want to look for a little more power low 
down so a little ease around 100mm depth in the foot.  As you start hiking increase the outhaul 
tension and once playing the mainsheet you are looking for max outhaul.   
 
Good luck with the racing any question please do not hesitate to get in contact.  
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